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I. INTRODUCTION
In March of 1953 * the Control Systems Laboratory issued a report *
R~35* by Professor A» Nordsieck* which describes a technique for the 
logical solution of the problem of rapid correlation and dissemination of 
information derived from a network of search radars. This technique re­
volves about the use of a special purpose computer which receives "reports*1 
from the radars* correlates them* and makes available information on those 
subsets of reports which it considers to be "tracks" or targets. The re­
port also points out that to provide sufficiently up-to-date information 
and a realistic "track capacity4* for control of the air traffic situation 
in modem warfare* a large area must be kept under surveillance and as 
many as possible of the routine tasks automatized to take advantage of 
the high speed data handling capabilities of electronic devices. However* 
there still remain many essential functions* involving lower data rates* 
which may be performed more economically or better by human beings* aided 
by general purpose computers.
The technique* then* envisions a man-machine complex* in which the 
routine and repetitive tasks are performed at a high rate by machines* 
while the slower and more sophisticated tasks are performed by men* acting 
as supervisors or monitors.
In order to investigate the feasibility of this proposal* the Control 
Systems Laboratory has undertaken* with the support of a Tri-Service con­
tract* DA-36-039-SC-56695* to build an operating model of such a system.
This model* nicknamed the Cornfield System* is not intended to be engineered' 
for field use* or shipboard evaluation* but rather may be thought of as a 
laboratory model* whose purpose is to investigate experimentally the
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feasibility* requirements* and characteristics of the concepts under» 
lying the proposal set forth in R-35*
This report is a brief functional description of the hardware which 
is being gathered together for use in this model system» Completeness of 
engineering specification has been sacrificed in order to present a coup re» 
hensive summary of the requirements and capabilities of the whole model»
II. FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
In order to provide radar coverage over a large area* such as might 
come under the jurisdiction of a task group* many radars are required»
The video output of each of these radars may be regarded* in principle, 
as providing information at a rate of nearly a million bits per second»
This vast amount of information from each radar must be processed and 
filtered, and the useful information reduced to some standard form and 
coordinate system» Temporary storage facilities must also be provided so 
that future operations on the information need not be synchronous with its 
arrival at the radar antenna»
This information must then be collected and correlated both on a 
scan-to»scan basis and between radars as there will be redundance of 
reports on objects being seen by more than one radar» Finally* the re» 
suits of this correlation of filtered information must be made available 
for the use of humans or computers charged with various responsibilities»
In the Cornfield System (Fig» 1) two radar stations will be employed» 
Each will be equipped with appropriate data processing equipment (Fig» 2) 
to automatically censor (under manual control) from the video returns due 
to ground clutter and weather* while allowing a manual tracking operation 
to generate reports in these regions» The censored video will then be
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integrated to improve the signal-to=noise ratio* and the position of the 
center of any target echoes determined«, These positions will be converted 
to cartesian coordinates (in three dimensions if available) in a £00 mile 
square* and stored* with a measure of the signal strength* as a 30 digit 
word in the Buffer Store» These Buffer Stores will each have a capacity 
of 6k words* of which any fraction may be read out* encoded* and trans­
mitted when it is that radar» s turn to report«,
Approximately once per second the radar has an opportunity to report 
to the sorting and tracking computer* on a round-robin net* what it has 
seen since its last report* up to some maximum number of reports» This 
maximum is determined by the acceptance rate of the sorting and tracking 
computer or bandwidth available on the net* the number of radars in the 
network* and the permissible wstalenessw of reports coming into the com­
puter«, The radio receiver on the round-robin net frequency controls this 
read-out into the encoding equipment* and does not need to be asynchronous 
with the Data Processing equipment*
The Sorting and Tracking Computer (Fig» 3) listens to the round-robin 
report net* and can accept up to 9k reports per second» This computer has 
a 102U address magnetic drum memory unit* which it operates as a filing 
system for information on the air traffic situation» Briefly* each in­
coming report is held in a register while the computer searches once 
through its entire memory» During this search* two operations are carried 
out by the computer» If the signal strength is sufficiently high the re­
port is written into the memory at the first empty address which passes 
under the writing heads» Regardless of the signal strength* it is also 
compared with all the "tracks** in the memory» If it falls within a
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specified distance of the position of some track already being carried* 
it is said to «associate” with that track«, In this case a new* smoothed* 
position and velocity is calculated for that track and re-entered at the 
same address* If the report does associate* the address at which it was 
first entered is erased on the next rotation of the drum* This provides 
both automatic initiation of tracks on new objects* and an asynchronous 
sean-to-scan correlation of reports* allowing more than one radar to be 
reporting on a given track* Interleaved with these operations on a time 
shared basis* is the operation of up-to-dating* which calculates the 
present position of every track on the drum each 1*5 seconds* by adding 
to the position the velocity components* which are carried in miles per 
1*5 seconds. Those tracks which are receiving reports at a sufficiently 
high rate* (e*g* about once per 2 scan times on the average) are reported 
out as 75 digit words at a rate of either 50 or 100 per second* A high 
degree of protection against false alarms is thus provided by requiring 
a certain scan-to-scan correlation*
This larger number of digits includes any information which has been 
entered manually into the address of that track number* as referring to 
the aircraft (or target) at that position such as status and identity* 
as well as the track number assigned by the computer* and the coordinates 
and velocity of the track*
(It is apparent that this type of computer can track equally well in 
three dimensions* In fact* the computer under construction for Cornfield 
will be able either to track in two dimensions and accept manually inserted 
height information* or* by throwing a switch* to track in three dimensions, 
if 3-D radars should become available*)
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The output words are made available by continuous broadcast from the 
computer over a suitably encoded wide-band-audio data link for use at both 
local and remote display positions and by a general purpose computer which 
may be programmed for such tasks as interception control, return-to*=base 
control, or threat evaluation«» Thus both humans at displays and the 
^general purpose computer have available a report of the best information 
available on any air target being seen by any of the radars once per "frame 
time"® m t h  500 tracks being carried, which is the expected capacity of 
the system, this frame time will be 5 or 10 seconds, depending on which 
report rate is used«, Five hundred addresses in the memory are expected to 
be used to hold "tentative tracks"— that is, reports on which no associa­
tions have yet taken place (e.g. noise reports)«
The displays for Cornfield will be built around 19" Charactron cathode 
ray tubes« These tubes contain a matrix or stencil which allows the beam 
to be shaped, so that many different symbols or letters may be written on 
the tube face without the use of complicated signal generators«, Suitable 
switching facilities on the display console will allow the operator to 
make two types of decisions about the information to be displayed. Firstly, 
he will be able to select what category of target or object he wishes to 
display« Secondly, the operator will also be able to select what informa­
tion he desires on the selected targets«, (For example, he may wish to 
select by height and ask for identity, or select by identity and ask for 
height.)
The position of the targets will be indicated by a spot on the CRT, 
and the ancillary information will be presented as a small array of sym­
bols immediately adjacent to the spot.
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Facilities will also be provided for reading out all the information 
concerning one or two targets at a time* onto an electronic Tote Board«
This will make it possible to carry a grease-pencil status board on targets
i
of interest* if it is felt to be desirable«
The general purpose computer referred to above will be* in the Corn­
field System* the University of Illinois Electronic Digital Computer* the 
Illiac« Several programs* or computational routines* will be stored in 
its memory* and it will be capable of both listening to the Clear Picture 
Net and receiving orders from a human operator« Thus a human will instruct 
it in what it should do* e«g«s determine the area of greatest threat* and 
by using the appropriate stored program* and examining all the targets 
being reported for their position* height* speed* type* etc«* the Illiac 
may assist* for example* in the evaluation function« Or it may be asked 
to compute the proper courses and speeds to cause a certain airplane to 
intercept another«
Because of the rapidity of calculations done in a computer* and the 
availability of the information on the Clear Picture Net* it is to be 
expected that the Illiac will be capable of handling several intercept* 
retum-to-base* and/or other problems simultaneously* by time sharing 
its facilities«
The output information from the Illiac may be taken directly off 
wires* as digits for transmission on a suitable data Link* or may be 
presented on a CRT display* or on a Teletype punch or page printer for 
use by humans«
This* briefly* is a functional description of the Cornfield System 
model which is under construction by the Control Systems Laboratory®
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